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CH..i.i..PTER I 
THE PROBLEIII 
The basis of a successful democracy is a literate 
people. To answer this need bur public school system 
naturally evolved. Pupils must be trained to speak and 
write as effectivell as possible. The extent of a 
pupil's need may vary in proportion to his inherent 
mentality, his social background, his educational as-
pirations, or his eventual field of endeavor. Regard-
less of his ultimate goal or his natural limitations, 
however, every pupil should be sufficiently well grounded 
in the basic skills of English to enable him to success-
fully assume his place in society. 
Grammar is one, phase of English that affords a 
basis upon which can be established acceptable habits 
of speech and writing. It serves as a referee when 
questions or doubts arise. A principle understood may 
be applied more sensibly than one not understood. Gram-
matical knowledge alone does not necessarily guarantee 
literary fluency or produce an able speaker. Other 
factors obviously must be considered. When a pupil 
has the necessary knowledge and is able to apply it 
to his need he is making educational progress. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to determine the re-
lationship which exists between formal grammatical 
knowledge and the ability to make decisions which re-
sult in correct English in the functional situation. 
The Problem Delimited 
In this study no attempt was made to measure any 
of the oral phases of English. Only that knowledge 
and those abilities capable of being tested by an ob-
jective paper and pencil measuring instrument were 
considered. The problem was confined to the eishth rraje . 
Definition of Terms 
Throughout this study the term formal grammar 
will refer to those definite underlying concepts and 
structural elements of the language which are deemed 
essential, have actual value in the light of present 
day opinion, and are still being taught. This ex-
eludes all technical material now considered obsolete. 
Formal grammar is her8 considered not as an end in it-
self but rather as the basis upon which accurate 
judgment can be reacted and decisions securely made. 
According to Rivlin , 1 "Functional grammar is 
l. Harry N. H~vlin, Functional Grammar , Teacbers College, 
Columbia University, New York City, 1930. p. 61. 
2 
that application of the knowledge of a grammatical item 
which will nrevent the commission of an error in English 
or wlich will assist in the correct i on of an error al-
ready made . " 
This in itself i mplies that some kind of under -
stand i ng of the pr i nciple involved must underlie the 
application or function , unless one guesses , or writes 
or speaks by rote . 
Justification of the Problem 
Many reasons for the elimination of the teaching 
of formal ~rammar have been advanced . Most technical 
phases of the subject have disappeared from the modern 
curricult~ . Grammar should be funct i onal , - taught 
as the pupil sees the immedi ate need and use , not as 
a detached series of definit i ons , diagrams , and de-
clensions . As Merrilees1 once stated , 
The teacher of English will be forced to omit 
much formal 6 rammar as now beine£ taueht . 3he will 
be required to change gramn.ar teaching f rom a mem-
ory process and she will be obligated to show 
pupils how the graw~ar learned will function in 
their own expression . 
Theory is always far ahead of practice . Courses 
of study still prescribe much factual material to be 
taught ; when it shall be taught , and what or how much 
shall be presented are still controversial. 
1. Luc i a B. Merrilees , Teachin_g_ of Composition in High 
School (New York : Harcourt Brace Bnd Company , 1931) 
n. 26 . 
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Some of the opinions expressed in recent literature 
relative to the situation are here presented: 
Although much formal grammar has been removed from 
the English curriculum and many feel that it should be 
entirely elim~nated, some writers still rally to its 
support. Bertlingl reveals an interesting point of view 
when she says, 
The study of formal grammar has always been the 
delight of a few and the burden and bane of the 
many among both teachers and pupi ls. -- The many 
cry out for its complete elimination, but the few 
protest that it is a study which bas values too 
important to be thrown away and p leasures too keen 
for denial to those who appreciate them. 
Should the voice of the many prevail, and the 
study of formal grammar be lost to us entirely? 
Or cannot the subject be reorganized to meet the 
demands of progressive education with emphasis 
upon intellectual character building? I think 
it can. 
There is little support for the ancient theory 
of mental discipline. Today we tend to teach only 
those fundamentals which are useful and will improve 
ability. Technical phases of grammar that could not 
meet this standard have been discarded. Grammatical 
concepts that result in better speech and writing 
2 habits are valuable. Poley agrees with this point 
of view when be states that, 
1. Lois S . Bertling , "English Grammar and the Thinking 
Process," The English Journal, 25:544, December, 1946. 
2. Irvin C. Poley, "Some Convictions About Spelling and 
Grammar," The English Journal, 35:11, January, 1946. 
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r j Grammar is worth while for most children if we 
begin it late enough, - not before the eighth grade, 
certainly, - and if we keep it ancillary to a sense 
of structure in composition, not as an end in itself, 
not something to be learned to help in Latin. 
Pupils need constant instruction if habits are to 
be well established. Instruction must lead to applica-
tion and practice if it is to be meaningful. As McClure1 
emphatically writes, this is particularly true in the 
teaching of grammar, 
It is not fair that we expect students to write 
without instruction as to how to do it well. How-
ever confusing punctuation and grammatical usage may 
be to students and teachers not familiar with lang-
uage-teaching techniques, omission of these elements 
is not justified. 
Common courtesy and democratic ideals demand 
that pupils learn the elementary rules of punctua-
tion, grammatical usage, capitalization, and sen-
tence structure. 
Changes in our language are constantly taking place. 
English teachers must be ready to answer the question, 
"What is correct?" On this point Hook2 has written, 
I recommend, then, teaching the principles of 
sentence construction and usage that are followed 
by able speakers and writers of today. Whenever 
these principles involve variations from the 
]I 
li 
' 1/ 
language of yesterday, teachers ~ay talk with their 
classes about changes that have taken place and the 
probable reasons for their doing so. Students' in-
terest in language is likely to be increased when 
classes are shown that language grows and changes, 
that it is little more static than fashions in cloth- 1 
ing. 
II 
1. E. Isabella McClure, "English in the Experience Curricu-
lum," The English Journal, 36:9, January, 1947. 
2. J. • Hook, "What's Happening to our Language?" Clear-
in House~: 51- 56 A ril, =l~9~4~9=·======~~==~--~=9F======== 
The many sided English program which forces the 
teacher to stretch his alloted time in so many directions 
makes it impossible to dwell in one area until be feels 
the subject is mastered. This is particularly true in 
1 
t:te field of grammar. vl/arr iner stresses this, 
The fact is, of course, that, like it or not, 
the English teacher must devote time to Mec~anic~. 
The reason he must devote so much time to mechanlcs 
is that mechanics are never mastered, because teac:ters 
have always to be getting on to the next item in the 
c01:rse of study, let the commas fall where they may . 
2 
"Mechanics 11 can be overworked as Trunk points out, 
The teachin~ of tle English language is being 
neglected. Unwittingly, thousands of teaclers of 
English are sabotaging the cause of clear, accurate 
expression, both oral and written, by their un-
fortunate approach to the principles that under-
lie our native tongue. Too many teachers, it seems 
to me, are wasting precious time trying to label 
words and phrases rather than teaching actual ex-
pression . 
It has been said many times that the learning of 
grrumnatical principles will not necessarily guarantee 
better performance in actual writlng and speaking. 
Anderson3 offers an interesting thought regarding this, 
I. Jonn ~. Jarriner, "Hurdling English Mechanics ," 
The En3lish Journal, 35:448, October, 1946. 
2. Vincent P. Trunk, "Teaching English vs. Teaching 
About Enclish ," 36:179, Ppril , 1947. 
3. Harold A. Anderson , 1 Critical Thinking Through 
Ins true tion in English," The Ent~lish Journal, 
36:78 ~ebruary , 1947. 
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There are those in our fellowship who see little, 
if any, value in grrurunar instruction. They contend 
that research studies show that instruction in 
grammar does not eliminate errors in writing an~ 
speaking . But I suspect that one can with equBl 
confidence assert that there is not one iota of 
evidence to show that grammar properly taug t will 
not improve written and oral discourse . -- -,ie have 
never tried thatt Our research studies are based 
largely on poor teaching of bad gramnar • 
••••••• English instruction, if properly con-
ceived, can be and oug~t to be a potent factor in 
developing critical thinking among the children 
and youth of our schools. 
The widening scope of the English program was 
defined by the able Dora Smith1 in 1936, 
Through a cooperative, integrated program be-
tween teachers and students, English can become 
a series of vital dynamic experiences which will 
serve to cultivate in the pupil an appreciation 
of the best things in art, literature and related 
subjects; to increase his power to express him-
self both in speech and in writing; and to im-
press upon his mind a knowledge of certain essentials 
regarding the mother tongue. The teacher should 
j udge the success of her teaching in terms of the 
pupil's ability to use language and not upon his 
facility in ticketing tenses or naming the parts 
of speech. 
Confusion still exists, opinions clash as 
Pollock2 writes, 
-·fe are living today in an educational world 
which is unusually complex and confused. It was 
not so confused a generation ago; I do not think 
l. Dora V. Smith, The Development of a },Lodern Program 
in English, Ninth Yearbook, Department of Supervisors 
and Directors of Instruction, National Education 
Association, 1936, p. 167. 
2 . Thomas Clark Pollock, " Nisdom and Folly in the Teaching 
of English," The English Journal, 37:72-72, Feb-
ruary, 1948. 
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it will be so confused a generation hence • 
••••••• There have been two results of this con-
fusion. One has been an overly strong negative 
attitude on the part of too many teachers and 
leaders in teacher education - a far stronger 
feeling for what should not be taught than for 
what should be. The direction of our thought 
has too often been turned more actively against 
something - against teaching grammar, against 
teaching good usage, against what not - than 
toward our positive goals . 
A second result has come when teachers try-
ing to avoid a negative attitude, have rushed 
too eagerly and uncritically into any new pos-
itive position they have found. 
As a large and growing percentage of our students 
are potential college material, it is interesting to note 
at least one reaction from the college point of view. 
Magalaner1 speaks as an instructor of fresrunan English, 
A lull has settled over the controversial issues 
in the teaching of social studies and history; 
once more the teaching of grammar is in the spot-
light. 
The College Conference on English in the Central 
Atlantic States and the New York Council of College 
Teachers of English ttexpress their deep concern 
with the proper teaching of English in the high 
schools" and call for some method by which students 
can be given more thorough training in English 
than they are now receiving in gra~nar , spelling, 
vocabulary , and composition. 
From the welter of conflicting ideas, opinions , 
and beliefs regarding the teaching of grammar, at least 
two conclusions seem justified . 
1. Marvin Magalaner, "The Problem of Teaching Grammar," 
High Points, June, 1948. pp . 14-13. 
8 
1 . Grammar st i ll has a place in our schools and 
probably always will . It has been modified to the ex-
tent that only that which is usable and necessary has 
been retained . It must continue to change as the 
language and general usage ohange • . It must fit the 
needs as they exist . It should no longer be taught 
as an end in itself but as an aid to better writing 
and speaking habits . 
2 . Uethods of presenting necessary factual gram-
matic8l material have , and are still undereoing many 
changes. No universal answer to the problem bas yet 
been found . Colleges and empl o: era still are not 
satisfied that our school graduates are well enougb 
prepared in the fundamentals of En~lish . Further con-
structive investigation and experimentation which 
will lead to improved English teaching and result in 
better trained students are st i ll needed . 
Grammar affords a basis upon which to build ac -
ceptable writing and speaking habits . Somewhere along 
tLe educational path certain basic principles must 
somehow become fixed in the mlnd of the child if he 
is to be arr.1ed wi tl' the working tools to meet the 
challenge of the ever increasin[;ly conplex tasks he 
will face . 
9 
Do pupils speak or write more effectively and cor-
rectly if they know these basic concepts or can they 
do as well if these are lacking or not understood? 
It is the purpose of this study to investigate 
the extent to which relationship exists between these 
abilities at the eighth grade level. 
10 
CHAPTER II 
REV IE·v OF RESEARC I: 
Studies of Speech Errors 
Educators have lonG been concerned wit~ grammati-
cal errors in the speech and writing of students. ~s 
early as 1908 , Guy r.t. Wilson , 1 who was then superinten-
dent of schools in Connersville , Indiana , reported the 
collection and analysis of grawnatical errors in the 
speech of children in his school system as recorded 
by his teachers. The findings of this study showed 
81 per cent of all errors concerned the use of verbs; 
misuse of pronouns comprised 13 per cent of the total, 
and adverbs contributed 6 per cent . 
Blair,2 describes a similar study conducted in 
the Fort Hill High School, CumberlRnd, •. 1aryland, in 1909, 
erades 7 - 12. J?or one weelc all oral speech er-rors con-
~itted by pupils were noted by the teachers. After tab-
ulation of the data , it was found that 77 per cent of 
all tLe errors involved verb forms , - wron6 verb, con-
fusion of the past and past participle , failure of verb 
to agree wi tl: its subject in person and number , and 
1. A complete report of this study is recorded in the 
School Board Report for 1908, Connersville, Indiana. 
2. G. M. Blair , Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in Second-
ar Schools(Kew York:The Macmillan Company,l947) , p.338 . 
wrong tense form . Of tbe remaining types of errors , 9 
per cent were due to use of double negatives , 5 per cent 
to improper pronoun usage , 4 per cent to the use of the 
expression "Where's it at ?" and 5 per cent were of mis-
cellaneous variety (most for almost , off of , etc.) . 
Lymanlhas analyzed the types of errors in oral 
En3lish found by investigators who conducted studies 
among elementary school children in Kansas City; Bonham , 
Texas; Columbia , Missouri; Detroit; Hibbint; , Minnesota; 
and Pittsburg . He shows that 49 to 62 per cent of the 
errors involve verb forms , 9 to 21 per cent involve syn-
tactical redundancy , 10 to 14 per cent involve pronouns, 
8 to 14 per cent consist of double negatives, 1 to 6 
per cent are due to confusion of adjectives and adverbs , 
0 to 1 per cent of the errors came from misplacing mod-
ifiers. 
These three widely separated studies coming in 
separate decades and based on widely spaced populations 
in various parts of the country definitely support 
Charterst 2 early contention. He maintained that a large 
l. R. L. Lyman, Surrrr.1ary of Investigations Relating to 
Gra.rnr:tar, Lan uage and Composition , Supplementary 
Education r.ronographs, No . 36, Chicaeo: The University 
of Chicago , 1929) , p . 72. 
2. Vv . W. Charters, "Minimal Essentials in Elementary Lang-
uage and Grammar ,"Chapter VL in 16th Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education ,( Bloomington 
Illinois:Public School Publishing Company, 1917), pp . 
85-110. 
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proportion of the errors of school children were national 
ratber than se c tional in character because of the sim-
ilarity of high frequencies in errors in c i ties widely 
d i stributed geographicall y . 
Studies of Errors i n Writing 
Many of the errors which occur in a pupil's oral 
use of English can also be found in his written work . 
The overlapping is be no means complete , however , as 
there is opportunity for commitment of errors in pun-
ctuation , capitalization , and paragraphing which do 
not show in speech . The types of errors which pupils 
make in English compositions were revealed by Erhart1 
in a study in Quincy , Illinois . A total of 1112 themes 
written by 147 ninth grade pupi ls , during an eight week 
period , were checked and errors classified , The errors 
were classified and reported under four headings : 
punctuation errors , capitalizat i on errors , errors of 
sentence structure , and gran~atical errors . The study 
revealed a wide variety of errors , with certain definite 
trends . By far the most frequent punctuation error was 
tre failure to use commas properly . Among the capital -
ization errors the most frequent type was the use of cap-
ital letters for comn1on nouns. Run- on sentences were 
1. ~1ae Erhart , Unpublished study conducted in Quincy , 
Illinois , 1940 . Reported by G. M. Blair , op . c it ., 
pp . 343-345. 
lJ 
the most numerous type of sentence - structure errors. 
Of the grammatical errors , the misuse of verbs was the 
most frequent , with errors invol ving pronouns a close 
second . 
A previous similar study of grammatical errors 
was made by Rodgers1 in Los Angeles . Approximately 
29 , 000 junior hie;h school pupils were asked to write 
a friendly letter of three paragraphs telling about 
(l) some interesting event that recently happened at 
sc~ool , {2) something that woul d especially interest 
the friend to whom the letter was written , (3) the writer's 
plans for the summer. Twelve hundred of these papers 
were analyzed and a tabulation was made of the differ-
ent types of errors . It was found that 82 . 9 per cent 
f 
of all errors could be classified under the fol l owing 
twenty- four headings : 
1 . Capitals with proper nouns and adjectives 
2 . Will for shall and vice versa 
3 . Misuse of verbal contractions 
4 . Use of needless adverb 
5. Omission of preposition 
6 . Misuse of possess i ve case 
7 . Misuse of to get 
1 . Grace S . Rodgers , "A Critical Study of the Grammatical 
Errors of Junior High School Pupils , " Journal of 
Applied Psychology , 16 : 421 - 426 , August, 1932 . 
8 . uisuse of number 
9 . Use of terminal prepos ition 
10. Misuse of to go 
11. Use of sure for surely 
12. Omission of article 
13. Failure to use infinitive 
14. Misuse of abbreviation 
15. Misuse of lot and lots 
16. Use of figures for numbers 
17. Omission of the subject 
18. Vrong preposit i on 
19. Use of adje c tive for adverb 
20 . 1isuse of past tense 
21. Misplaced adverb 
22 . & for and 
23. Misuse of perfect tense 
24 . Misuse of present tense 
1 
Drogue made a recent study of 66 college prep-
aratory sophomores at Swampscott High School to deter-
mine the type and number of Jrammatical errors made in 
prose composition . Some of his findings agree in gen-
eral with the above studies : 
1. Walter G. Drogue , 11 A Study of Errors in Grammar in 
Prose Composition ," (Unpublished Laster ' s Thesis , 
Boston University , 1948), pp . 39-40. 
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1 . Use of verbs ed all other items as sources 
of error . 
2. Homonyms were responsible for 22 per cent of 
the total errors made in the use of verbs , 
adjectives ~~d adverbs. 
3 . There is no statistically si~nificant dif-
ference because of sex in accomplishment, 
or in gra~atical errors, made in prose 
composition . 
4. Elimination and reduction of grar.m.atical 
errors contributed to a more effective orose 
style; and a concerted attack upon homonyms 
would lend itself admirably to the same 
worthy purpose . 
Studies of Usage 
From his early studies in 1 /isconsin to dertermine 
grammatical correctness, Leonard conceived the idea of 
1 levels of usagett which he presented with Il.offet in 
1927. 1 The purpose of this study was "an attempt to 
find out what various judges have observed about the 
actual use or non-use by cultivated persons of a large 
number of expressions usually condemned in English 
textbooks and classes . 11 His monograph Current En,;lish 
Usa~e 2 which appeared in 1932 was an enlargement of 
his earlier project and employed the same method and 
had the same purpose . The consensus of opinion on 230 
1. Sterling A. Leonard and H. Y. Moffet , "Current Defin-
itions of Levels in Enclisr Usage ," The English Journ-
al , 16:345- 359 , May , 1927. 
2. Sterling A. Leonard, Current English Usage , Monograph 
I, National Council of Teac:bers of English , (lew York: 
Inland Press, 1932). 
16 
. 
expressions was obtained from a group of 229 judges, com-
posed of linguist specialists , editors , authors , business 
Men , and teachers of English and of speech . The ex-
pressions were grouped under three categories : (a) estab-
lished (b) illiterate (c) d i sputable. 
The ater study by Marckwardt and Walcott1 was in -
tended to supplement the above survey of opi n i on by bas-
ing their findings on fact , as indicated by the best 
dicti onaries and textbooks . They justify the i r study 
by stating (1) that Leonard had no intention of exc lud -
ing from considerati on such a survey of fact; and (2) 
that new sources of factual informat i on have become avail-
able since tre Leonard renort was compiled ; also (3) 
that in more than hal f the cases considered , the survey 
of opinion fai l ed to give a decisive answer to the status 
of t~e expressions . 
Tbe result of this study was a compilation of re-
corded facts of usage concernin0 the same 230 expressions 
and a comparison of these facts with the colle c ted 
oninions represented by the Leonard report . 
The practical value of this study to English 
teacLers miGht be stHted thus : 
I. ~ !bert 1. l',,arckwardt and Fred G. /alcott , Facts about 
Current English Usage , Ionograph 7 , National Counc il 
of Teacl1ers of Enc;lish , (New York : , ppl eton- Century-
Crofts , Inc ., 1938) , p . 15 . 
, ____ _ 
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In the case of punctuation , usages upon which the 
judges strongly agreed can be profitably taught . Exten-
sive drill on either form of divided usage is time wasted. 
A place must be provided in the curriculum for 
thorough study of those grammatical principle~ which 
seem to govern all langu~ge because they also govern 
the logic of thought , and hence of its communication. 
But the study must be a study of logic and not of 
formal rules , and must keep pace wit~ actual usage. 
The most extensive investigation in the field of 
grammar and usage is that of Fries1 for the National 
Council of Teachers of English . He used 2,000 complete 
letters and 1,000 excerpts from letters addressed to 
the Office of Education in Washington by writers whose 
families had been native Americans for three genera -
tions . He tried to distinguish the forms used in 
standard American Bnglish , popular or common , and in 
vulgar English in this country today. 
He urges a real study of grammar as it governs 
current usage in our own country and not a grammar 
of rules borrowed from other languages. 
He finds three important devices in modern .Ameri-
can English: (a) the forms of words to indicate such 
1. Charles C. Fries , American English Gran~ar , English 
.onograph No . 10 , ~ational Council of Teachers of 
En..;lisL, (1Jew York: D. Appleton- Century Company , 1940). 
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elements as number , agreement , and cases of pronouns; (b) 
function words such as prepositions , auxiliary verbs , and 
adverbial modifiers; and (c) word order , which supplants 
the case use of nouns for subject and object , and is 
now beginning to break down c~se forms of the pronoun. 
Bi s findings reveal much overlapping in forms 
between standard and vulgar English . The chief distinct-
ion of standard English is that it makes wider use of the 
lonuuage . 
Studies of Relationship Between 
Grar.1.mar and Tri tine;; hbili ty 
Edm . t d ('. . 1 1 l t d tb l S on an vlngerlc ' corre a e scores on e 
Hudelson Composition J1bility Scale with those on dif-
ferent parts of R comprehensive test in En0 lish usage. 
In 6~neral , t~e correlations decreased from the fourth 
grade through the twelfth, presumably as the range of 
scores became s~aller . Especially low at the llth and 
l2tr~ grade levels were corre ations between knowledge 
of tLe parts of speech and the parts of the sentence 
and scores in composition . This could be be c ause 
very little teaching of those parts of grammar is 
done at the upper levels , as such fundamentals are sup-
posed to be learned in junior hig h school . The 
l . :2obert v. Edmiston and C. 1 . Gingerich , 11Rels.tion 
of Pactors of :::::nclish lJsage to Composit i on , " Journal 
of Educational Research , 36 ; 269-271 , Decewber , 1942 . 
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relationship between usage and expression remained at .54 
or above for all grades except three , where they were 
between .40 and . 44. 
The New York State Regents' Inquiry reported by 
Dora Smith1 presented test results , anaJysis of programs 
through classroom visitation and study of syllabuses and 
records of reading interests of selected elementary and 
high scLool pupils throughout New York State. At both 
the elementary and high school levels, the program in 
general showed an unfortunate break between teachins of 
srammar ,c~italization , and punctuation , and the actual 
expression of ideas. The correlation at the high school 
level between ability to pass a usage test and ability 
to express ideas was .21. 
These two studies support the contention that abil-
ity in usage and in expression are not the same thing , 
and the one cannot be achieved through practice on the 
other alone. 
1. Dora V . Smith , Evaluating Instruction in English in 
the Elementary Schools, National Conference on 
Research in English, Research Bulletin No . 8 
(Chicago: Scott , Foresman and Company , 1941), p. 96. 
Evaluating Instruction in Secondary School English , 
English Monograph No . 11 (Chicago : National Council 
of Teachers of English , 1941), p. 273. 
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Studies of Trends in Textbook Presentation 
and Methods of Teaching Grammar 
The changing attitude toward the teac hing of gram-
mar has been reflected in our modern textbooks . ..ilcoxl 
determined trends in emphasis upon g rammar i n 51 language 
textbooks for the 6th grade by counting the number of les -
sons devoted to f ormal grammar and the frequency of use 
of grammatical teras . The dates covered were from 1901-
1940. ~he percentage of lessons dro pped to less than 50 
per cent between 1 901 and 1920 . It remained constant , 
though with greater range in practice , until 1930 , and 
dropped again about 25 per cent between 1930 and 1940 . 
There is some evidence of an increase i n the years im-
mediately preceding 1940 . 
In an effort to locate evidence bearing on methods 
of teaching English , Greene2 surveyed published and un-
published studies covering a long period of years. He 
reported that dia3raming had been dropped from English 
textbooks before 1940. Improvement of such skill did ~ot 
appear to contribute to a k~owledge of English correct-
ness and that sentence structure is as effectively taught 
I. Lorena .b . .hlcox , "Emphasis on Formal Grammar in 
Language Textbooks ," El ementary School Journal , 
43: 1 05 - 108 , October , 194~ . 
2. Harry A. Greene , 11Direct versus Formal Uethods in 
:::::leme~tary ~nglish , " Eleuentary Znglish , 24 : 273-2 5 , 
May , 1947. 
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by a direct composition method as by teaching diagraming. 
He concluded that direct methods of teaching are superior 
to formal methods, and that the evidence leads to the 
conclusion that repeated and spaced habit-forming experi-
ences are more productive of mastery than formal rules 
and exercises. 
1 Hatfield reported on the progress made in the 
teaching of English during the 35 years preceding 1946. 
Better present day textbooks are organized by units 
dealing with uses of English in life situations and the 
number of grammar topics included in texts has been re-
duced . Changes have taken place in teachers' attitudes 
toward usage . 
Studies of Present Needs 
The last two studies here presented indicate that 
much is left to be accomplished in spite of the progress 
that has been made since the turn of the century. 
2 
Ellis secured the cooperation of 14 state depart-
ments of education, 165 school systems , and 79 colleges 
in conducting a survey of how well students speak , write , 
and read . She concludes a major defect in the En6lish 
1. V. Vilbur Hatfield , "Progress in Teaching English," 
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary 
School Principals, 30 : 5-10 , February , 1946. 
2. Amanda r • • Ellis , "Do They Speak , Read , and 'frite ·~ell?" 
News Letter of the Colleee English Association , 8 , 
December, 1946, pp. 1-6. 
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field is the absence of a systematic progression of sub-
ject matter and sequence of development in skills and 
knowledge . 
Critlcal probl~ms in college English reported were 
lack of ability to read , lack of ability to write well, 
lack of vocabulary , l ittle knowledge of grammar , inco-
l~rent thinking , poor attitude toward correct En~lish , 
lack of cr i tical judgment, and lack of knowledge of 
syntax . 
Thayerl has mad~ recommePdations for the improve-
ment of ~nglish on the basis of a four year study of 
'<(.00 ,000 Army and lJa ,;~ recruits wLo displayed marked 
deficiencies in the use of English. 
Summary 
From the studies which have been presented the 
following ideas seem ev i dent : 
1. Errors in English are national i scope rather 
than se c t i onal. 
2 . There are levels of usage in English which 
must be recognized. 
3 . Verbs are responsibl e for t e largest per-
. centage of errors in Grammar . 
4 . Grammar must be logical, useful , and up-to-
date . 
5 . ~he amount of ;;rammar presented in textbooks 
has been reduced. 
I. lcl.bert Z. Thayer , "G. I. English ;7as ...Tot Good ,' 
~crolastic, 52:14 , April 5 , 1948. 
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6 . :._ethods of teaching gra."ll!nar and ten.crers, 
attitudes have undergone nany changes . 
7 . The results of :=n~lis teaching are not 
completely satisfactory. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
~eed of Testing Instrument 
In order to determine the relationship which exists 
between actual knowledge of grammatical concepts and the 
ability of the pupil to react in the functional situation~ 
it was decided to develop a testing instrument that would 
supply the necessary data. None of the available stand-
ardized tests in this area seemed quite suitable or ad-
equate to the situa tion. 
Steps in the Development of the Test 
To insure the curricular validity of the items in 
the test, the course of study in English for the Milton 
Public Schools (see Appendix p. 55) was used as a basis. 
Modern English textbooks, including those used in the 
Milton Schools, served as source material. 
The test was first constructed and tried experi-
mentally with ninth grade pupils in the system. This 
was done in order that no eighth grade members would 
have the advantage of redoing the test. After experi-
mentation, the test was refined and any weak or non-test-
ing items were either revised or discarded. 
Other English teachers in both junior and senior 
high scho ols, inc l uding the head of the English depart-
ment, examined or took the test experimentally. Suggestions 
made were incorporated in the revision process. ~nen the 
instrument was ready for actual use, it was entitled the 
Eighth Grade Grammar Achievement Test (see Appendix p. 55 ). 
Content of the Test 
To fit the purpose for which it was intended, the 
test was built in two parts. Part I, containing seventy 
items, was designed to test the pupils' knowledge of basic 
grammatical facts concerning grammar, mechanics, punctua-
tion, and usage. The following material is taught during 
the eighth grade year and it is upon these facts that 
t h e test is b ased. 
Grammar 
1. Material covered 
a. 
b. 
Review or repetition of work taught in 
Seventh Grade 
1. Kinds of sentences 
2. Verbs and verb phrases, state of being , 
l: 
5. 
6. 
action and auxiliary verbs 
Nouns and pronouns 
Sub ects and predicates 
Adj~ctives and adverbs 
Analysis of simple sentences without 
objects or complements 
New material 
1. 
2. 
l: 
5. 
6. 
7-
Prepositions and prepositional phrases 
Conjunctions, compound subjects, com-
pound predicates 
Interjections 
Linking verbs 
Predicate nominatives 
Direct objects 
Indirect objects 
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II 
8. Principal parts of common irregular verbs 
9. Conjugation of six tenses 
10. Comparison of adjectives 
Mechanics 
I. Material covered 
a. Use of capital letters 
1. 
2. 
' . 
3· 
Proper nouns and proper adjectives 
Beginnings of sentences, quotations, 
poetry 
Titles 
b. Punctuation 
1. Periods - sentence ends and abbrevia-
tions 
Question marks and exclamation points 
Quotation marks 
Apostrophes in contractions and poss-
essive singular 
Commas - series, addresses and dates, 
~ and~' quotations, appositives, 
nouns of address 
Usage 
I. Material covered 
a. Single rather th~~ double negative 
b. Tense and tense sequence 
c. Subject and predicate agreement 
d. Correct use of verbs often confused, as 
bring and take, ~ and ~ 
e. Pronoun subjects, especially compound 
f. Pronoun objects, especially compound 
g. Common adverbs 
h. Other errors detected in speaking and writ-
ing 
Part II was entirely functional and tested the pu-
pils' ability to make decisions which result in correct 
English. With the exception of the first ten items which 
--
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tested for recognition of complete and incomplete sen-
tences, an effort was made to test the same underlying 
concepts that were included in Part I. Part II also 
contained seventy items. 
The Population Sample Used for the Experiment 
The 200 pupils who comprised the total population 
of the eighth grade in Milton were tested. There are 
two junior high schools in the town, each of which div-
ides the eighth grade into four divisions. These div-
isions are based generally upon academic ability and 
future educational aspirations. In this experiment 
there was no differentation made between children of 
high or low mentality. As Milton is entirely a residen-
tial co~~unity, practically all the pupils respresent 
middle or u pper class homes. 
Boys 
TABLE I 
PROPORTION OF BOYS AND 
GIRLS IN SAMPLE 
. 
Girls Total 
200 
Method of Administering the Test 
The Grammar Achievement Test was administered by 
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the writer to all the eighth grade pupils in his building. 
The regular eighth grade English teacher in the other 
junior high school gave the tests to all her pupils. 
There was no reference to time limit although it was 
found that one forty minute period for each part of the 
test was sufficient. 
Outside Criterion 
As a further check on validity of the test, a 
standardized test was selected and administered to the 
same pupils. After careful study of all comparable in-
struments available, it was decided to use the Pressey 
1 . 
English Test, Form A for this purpose. The reason for 
choosing this particular test was that it was nearer in 
content to the knowledge and skills taught. Many of 
the other tests considered contained too wide a range 
of material (spelling, vocabulary, word derivations, 
etc.) to fit the specific need. 
There were four sections of this test, namely: 
capitalization, usage, punctuation, and sentence struct-
ure. 
The test was carefully administered according to 
the directions contained in the manual. As definite 
1. lish Tests for Grades 
ng Company, 
Form A, Public 
11 nOlS, 19)8. 
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time limits were part of this test, they were accurately 
observed. One forty minute period was adequate for the 
entire test. For purposes of comparison, a mean score 
from the four parts of this test was computed and used as 
each pupil's score. 
All tests were corrected and scored by the writer. 
Results of the Tests 
The results of the Grammar Achievement Test, Part 
I (Formal) and Part II (Functional) as well as the combined 
or total scores are here presented. 
Scores 
66-70 
61-65 
56-60 
tl-55 6-50 
41-45 
36-40 
31-35 
26-30 
21-25 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR GRAMMAR 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
PART I ----FORMAL 
N=200 PUPILS- - -GRADE EIGHT 
Frequency Percent Frequencies 
4 2.0 
13 6.5 
25 12.5 
32 16.0 
34 17.0 
27 13.5 
34 17.0 
20 10.0 
9 4.5 
2 1 . 0 
30 
Table II s~~arized 
Range 
Mean 
S. D. 
s. E. Mean 
70-22 
46.40 
10.10 
.71 
There were 70 items in Part I of the test. One 
pupil made a perfect score. Forty-two pupils or 21 per 
cent of the distribution scored 56 or above. At the other 
extreme, 31 pupils or 15.5 per cent had less than half 
the items correct. The range was 48. 
These results would seem to indicate that the test 
was not too difficult and yet it was challenging enough 
to result in a fairly normal distribution of scores on 
the group tested. 
Scores 
66-70 
61-65 
56-60 
al-55 
6-,0 
41- 5 
36-40 
31-35 
26-30 
21-25 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR GRMAMAR 
ACHIEVEMEN T TEST 
PART II - FUNCTIONAL 
N=200 PUPILS GRADE EIGHT 
Frequency Percent Frequencies 
1 .5 
9 4-5 
l~ 19.0 20.0 
49 24.5 
31 15.5 
23 11.5 
6 3.0 
2 1.0 
1 .5 
31 
I 
I 
l 
--
Table III Summarized 
Range 66-24 
Mean 49.05 
s. D. 8.05 
S. E. Mean .'f>1 
There were 70 items in Part II of the test. No 
pupil made a perfect score, and only one scored above 
65. Forty-ei ght pupils or 24 per cent scored 56 or 
above. Nine pupils or 4.5 per cent scored 35 or less. 
The mean was 2.65 higher than on Part I. The standard 
deviation was less than on Part I showing that the scores 
tended to group nearer the center of the distribution. 
The range was 42. 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR GRAMMAR 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
Scores 
129-135 
122;;.128 
115-121 
108-114 
101-107 
94-100 
87- 93 
80- 86 
73- 79 
66- 72 
59- 65 
52- .S8 
PARTS I & II-TOTAL-N=200 PUPILS 
GRADE EIGHT 
Frequency Percent Frequencies 
4 2.0 
7 3.5 
20 10.0 
23 11.5 
23 11.5 
25 12.5 
36 18.0 
32 16.0 
15 7.5 
10 5.0 
4 2.0 
1 .5 
32 
Table IV Summarized 
Range 133-52 
Mean 95.81 
S. D. 16.38 
s. E. Mean 1.16 
The test as a whole aggregated 140 items. No one 
scored above 135 while the lowest score was 52. Thirty-
one pupils, or 15.5 per cent scored above 115 while 30 
pupils, or 15 per cent were below 80. This would seem 
to indicate that the test was able to clearly distinguish 
varying degrees of achievement. 
The Pressey English Test that was administered to 
the pupils was composed of four parts. The mean score 
for each student was computed. A perfect score was 95. 
The results of this test are shown in Table v. 
Scores 
91-95 
86-90 
81-85 
76-80 
71-75 
66-70 
61-65 
56-60 
~1-55 
6-go 
41- 5 
36-40 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR PRESSEY 
ENGLISH TEST, FORIY! A 
N:200 PUPILS -GRADE EIGHT 
Frequency Percent Frequencies 
1 .5 
1 .5 
9 4.5 
26 13.0 
42 21.0 
37 18.5 
29 14.5 
31 15.5 
11 5.5 
4 3·5 2.0 
2 1.0 
33 
Table V Summarized 
Range 
~ean 
S. D. 
S. E. Mean 
91-36 
66.65 
9.90 
.70 
From the table ror determining scale ages in the 
manual of directions for the Pressey English Test, a 
score of 67 indicates a scale age of 13 years, 8 months. 
A score of 70, which indicates a scale age of 14 years, 
is the per cent score set up for the end of eighth grade. 
On the basis of these scale ages, it would appear 
that the group as a whole was close to average in per-
formance, and 79 pupils or 39.5 per cent were above the 
eighth grade standard at the time they were tested. 
Intelligence Quotients and Average English Grades 
Other pertinent data obtained on the tested pop-
ulation and used statistically in this study, were the 
intelligence quotients and average English grades. The 
Otie Classification Test is given to every child at the 
end of the sixth grade. 
Scores 
135-141 
128-134 
121-127 
114-120 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTIO OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIEN TS 
OF THE EIGHTH GRADE POPULATION 
N=200 PUPILS-OTIS CLASSIFICATION TEST 
Frequency 
8 
6 
23 
45 
Percent Frequencies 
4.0 
).0 
11.5 
22.5 
-1 
34 
TABLE VI (concluded} 
Scores 
107-113 
100-106 
93- 99 
86- 92 
79- 85 
72- 78 
65- 71 
Range 141-68 
Mean 110.00 
S. D. 13.30 
s. E. Mean .94 
Frequency 
52 
26 
20 
11 
5 
2 
2 
Percent Frequencies 
26.0 
13.0 
10.0 
5.5 
2.5 
1.0 
1.0 
The average I. Q. of 110 shows the group as a whole 
to be biased toward the higher levels, and therefore cap-
able of a higher standard of achievement than some groups 
might be. The individual differences of pupils in the 
same grade are reflected in the wide range of 73. 
A letter grade marking system is used in Milton 
for grades 7 - 12. The grades used are A, B, C, c-, D, 
and E. arks are issued five times a year and an aver-
age grade is recorded in each subject in June. 
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TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE ENGLISH GRADES OF THE 
EIGHTH GRADE POPULATION 
N=200 PUPILS 
Grades Numerical Values Frequency 
A 5 6 
B 4 ~4 c 3 
c- 2 36 
D 1 5 
Mean 3.23 
S. D. .86 
s. E. .06 
For statistical purposes the letter grades were 
assigned numerical values from 1 to 5. Assuming 3 to 
be the mid point of the C interval, the mean of 3.23 
places the average grade for the group a high C. 
Plan of Analysis of Data 
From the results of the tests and the additional 
data which have been presented, correlations were com-
puted to establish the following relationships: 
1. The split-half relationship between the odd 
and even numbered items of the Grammar Achievement Test 
to determine the reliability of the test both in parts 
36 
and total. 
2. The relationship between the Grammar Achieve-
ment Test and the Pressey English Test, Form A, to estab-
lish the validity of the test. 
3· The relationship between Parts I and II of the 
Grrunmar Achievement Test. 
4. The relationship between the Grammar Achieve-
ment Test and the Intelligence Quotients. 
5. The relationship between the Grammar Achieve-
ment Test and the average English grades. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In order to determine the reliability of the Gram-
mar Achievement Test it was decided to use the split-half 
method. The reason £or choosing this technique is explained 
by Garrettl as follows: 
The split-half method is generally regarded as 
the best method for determining test reliability. 
Perhaps its main advantage is that all or the data 
for determining test reliability are obtained upon 
one occasion; hence variations introduced by dif-
ferences between two testing situations are el~­
inated. 
Arter the half-test reliability was computed, the 
self-correlation ror the whole test was estimated by uae 
of the Spearman-Brown formula. 
TABLE VIII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE EVEN AND ODD NUMBERED ITEMS 
IN THE GRAMMAR ACHIEVEMENT TEST TO ESTABLISH THE RELIABILITY 
N r(Half Test) r(~fuole Test after 
Spearman-Brown 
Correction Formula) 
Part I 200 .75 .86 
Part II 200 .73 .84 
Total Test 200 .84 .91 
1. Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psycholog~ and Education, 
{New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1 49), p. 383. 
The following guide for interpreting coefficients 
of correlation (r) from Garrett1 is used as a basis for 
conclusions in this study. 
.oo 
I .20 
-
I .40 
-
f .70 
r 
to 
to 
to 
to 
I 
-
t. 
t 
TABLE IX 
GUIDE FOR INTERPRETING 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION 
Interpretation 
.20 Indifferent or negligible relationship 
.40 Low correlation; present but slight 
.70 Substantial or marked relationship 
I 1.oo High to very high relationship 
In Table VIII are shown the correlations for both 
the half test and whole test. For Part I the reliability 
of .86 was slightly higher than the .84 for Part II. This 
difference is hardly enough tQ be significant and both 
parts appear to show a high degree of reliability. 
The reliability of .91 for the entire test 1nd1c-
ates that the test, both in part and as a whole, is a 
highly reliable measuring instrument. 
1. Ibid,p. 3!32. 
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Although the curricular validity of the Grammar 
Achievement Test seemed certain because it was based dir-
ectly on grammatical material taught, the Pressey English 
Test, Form A, was used as an outside criterion to fur-
ther establish validity. The result of this correlation 
is shown in Table X. 
TABLE X 
CORRELATION BETWEEN GR~MMAR ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND 
PRESSEY ENGLISH TEST, FORM A (VALIDITY CRITERION ) 
N r 
Grammar Achievement Test - Pressey Test 200 .75 
The correlation between the Grammar Achievement 
Test and the Pressey English Test, Form A is .75 which 
denotes that a high degree of relationship exists be-
tween the two instruments. This may be interpreted to 
mean that the writer's test tends to be a valid and 
acceptable test of basic skills in English, and for 
practical teaching purposes to be useful in determining 
the achievement of pupils in the basic grammar skills 
at the eighth grade level. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the 
relationship which exists between formal grammatical 
knowledge and the ability to make decisions which result 
in correct English. Part I of the test was designed to 
test formal knowledge. Part II was intended to test the 
functional application of that knowledge. The outcome 
of the correlation between the two parts of the test is 
shown here. 
TABLE XI 
CORRELATION BETWEEN PARTS I AND II OF THE 
GRAMMAR AGH IEVEMENT TEST 
N r 
Part I (Formal) - Part II (Functional) 200 .so 
The correlation of .so between Parts I and II in-
dicates that some relationship did exist between the abil-
!ties tested. The fact that a higher relationship did 
not exist supports the belief that grammatical knowledge 
alone does not cause a pupil to write or speak cor~ectly. 
Speech and writing are influenced by so many other factors, 
particularly home environment and out of school associa-
tions, that even though a pupil has been taught the cor-
rect form he may not use it if the correct habit is not 
completely fixed, or if old habits persist too strongly. 
---
Yet it is possible to conclude that a better under-
standing, and a completer mastery of the fundamentals 
which underlie our language, would tend to promote a bet-
ter conception of what is correct or incorrect. 
As a further check on the validity of the test, 
both parts and the total test were correlated with the 
Intelligence Quotients. Table XII reveals the results 
of the relationship. 
TABLE XII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE GRAMMAR 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND mTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
Part I (Formal) - Intelligence 
Part II (Functional) - Intelligence 
Total Test - Intelligence 
N r 
200 
200 
200 
.61 
.58 
.65 
The correlation between the total Grammar Achieve-
ment Test and Intelligence is .65. This was a higher 
relationship than was found between either of the sep-
arate parts. Ability 1n formal knowledge (Part I) showed 
a slightly higher correlation (.61) with Intelligence 
than existed between the ability of functional applica-
tion and Intelligence. 
The correlation of .65 may be interpreted to mean 
that a relationship did exist that was significant for 
statistical purposes but the test, both in part, and 
total, measured other abilities than intelligence alone. 
To investigate the extent to which average grades 
in English were related to the abilities tested, correl-
ations were computed for both parts of the test and the 
total test scores. 
TABLE XIII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE GRAMMAR 
ACHIEVEIY1ENT TEST AND AVERAGE ENGLISH GRADES 
N 
Part I (Formal) - Average English Grades 200 
Part II ( l<,unc t ional) - Average English 200 
Grades 
Total Test - Average Engl ish Grades 200 
r 
. 62 
. 59 
. 68 
Engli sh grades of neces s ity are a compos ite mark 
which must be based on any wi ely divergent abili ties . 
Include in the Englis course or study are, in addition 
to grrurrnar, sentence struct re, punctuation , and capital -
ization, ot~er skills and abil iti including s elling, 
I 
readin0 , vocabulary, 'enmanshi , composjtion, l etter writ-
ing, memorization and other t es of oral work . These 
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and other more intangible attitudes such as effort, coop-
eration, i n itiative, and neatness or work , may we11 have 
some influence on the English grade~ . 
If this were not true, and English grades were 
based more directly on knowledge and abilities closely 
r elated to those tested in this study, a higher correla-
tlon might have resulted . 
-The above correlations , however, are high enough 
to be significant and the coefficient or .68 fo r the 
total test would seem to show that a better command or 
basic grammar and its application to the many phases of 
Engl ish would be conducive to more successful work. 
I 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
EDUCATIONAL I MPLICATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to determine to what 
extent a pupil's knowledge of the formal aspects of gram-
mar affects his ability to make decisions which result 
in correct English in the functional situation. In or-
der to do this a Grammar Achievement Test was constructed 
that was based on the material prescribed by the Course 
of Study in English in the town where the study was 
conducted. 
The test was composed of two parts, each contain-
ing 70 items. Part I was entirely formal grammatical 
concepts. Part II tested the functional application of 
these concepts. 
The test was administered ~o the 200 pupils who 
comprise the entire eighth grade population. 
The reliability of both Part I and Part II, as 
well as the entire test, was estabilished as satisfact-
ory. 
An outside criterion, the Pressey English Test, 
Form A, was used to determine the validity of the Gram-
mar Achievement Test. 
The test was also correlated with the Intelligence 
Quotients and the average English grades of the pupils. 
Conclusions 
From the analysis of the data the ~ollowing con-
elusions resulted: 
1. The Grammar Achievement Test is a highly re-
liable measuring instrwnent as indicated by the coef-
ficient of correlation of .91 for the entire test. 
2. As was to be expected, the reliability of 
Parts I and II was less than for the test as a whole. 
However, the resulting coefficients of .86 and .84 were 
significantly high and similar enough to show the parts 
to be about equally reliable. Part I was slightly more 
reliable than Part II. 
3· The Grammar Achievement Test correlated .75 
with the Pressey English Test, Form A, which indicated 
that the test tends to be a valid instrument for deter-
mining grammar achievement at the eighth grade level. 
4. The correlation between Part I (Formal) and 
Part II (Functional) of the Grammar Achievement was .60. 
The fact that a higher relationship did not exist sug-
gests that correct grammatical knowledge does not al-
ways guide the pupil in speaking and writing correctly. 
Yet it is possible to conclude that a better understand-
ing and a completer mastery of the fundamentals which 
underlie our language would tend to promote a better con-
ception of what is correct or incorrect. 
5. The correlation between the Grammar Achieve-
ment Test and Intelligence Quotients was .65. Although 
this suggests a significant relationship it is apparent 
that the test measured other abilities than intelligence. 
6. The correlation between the Grammar Achieve-
ment Test and the average English grades was .68. Other 
abilities which influence the English grades reduced 
the probability of a higher correlation. 
Educational Implications 
The findings of this study seem to tend toward 
agreement with others that question the value of formal 
grrurunatical knowledge. Perhaps the reason that such 
knowledge is not more influential in the speaking and 
writing habits of students is that it is never really 
understood completely, and its function is not tied 
in securely enough to influence or supplant incorrect 
habits already established. Direct use and continuous 
drill in the application of the principle learned must 
accompany the idea taught or it will have little last-
ing effect on the pupils' speech and writing habits. 
If fewer concepts could be singled out and univer-
sally agreed upon as the minimum essentials necessary 
to be learned and used by students, and a concerted 
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effort made that carried on over a period of years, per-
haps a more definite and satisfactory standard of per-
formance could be reached. For those pupils who were 
able and willing to go beyond this level of attainment, 
further specialization in the rnore advanced phases of 
the subject could be provided. 
So many outside factors influence a person's 
speaking and writing habits that unless a strong desire 
or real need is felt, together with a natural degree 
of intelligence capable of grasping, retaining, and 
utilizing the grammar taught, he may grope superficially 
through the maze of grammatical ideas and emerge still 
making the same mistakes. 
With the added emphasis on the other parts of the 
English program which will reduce class time to be 
spent on the fundamentals, it seems inevitable there 
will be less and less time devoted to grammar. This 
may be sufficient for some, for the child whose par-
ents and associates are well-spoken, or who frequently 
reads g ood books, will, in most instances, speak and 
write well. But what of the child whose outside en-
vironment constantly exposes him to all that is un-
desirable in speech and reading and who reflects those 
bad influences in his incorrect English habits? 
Perhaps remedial work in small groups, where 
r 
! 
I 
I 
II 
individual problems are analyzed and weaknesses helped, 
may be the solution. 
Perhaps two English periods a day are necessary -
one for drill in the fundamentals and their immediate 
application, and one for literature and allied work. 
This would afford the opportunity for a more complete 
coverage. 
The best criterion by which the success or failure 
of the English programs in our schools can be judged is 
by the extent of the abilities developed by our pupils. 
As long as there is a need for improvement there remains 
a challenge to progressive educators. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. The Grammar Achievement Test might be admin-
istered to a larger and more varied population. Towns 
and cities with larger percentages of children of 
foreign born parents and schools with many students who 
lack cultural backgrounds or who do not hear correct 
English spoken in the home should be included. 
2. The test might be further refined and improved 
to increase its reliability and validity. Other forms 
could be constructed and norms established. 
3. A follow up study could be made to ascertain 
the long range predictive value of the test. The future 
success in English of the tested pupils might be noted 
through high school and beyond. 
4. The test might be tried at other grade levels 
in the junior high school to determine grade differences. 
5. A study could be made to determine if any sig-
nificant sex differences exist in this field at differ-
ent grade levels. 
6. The test could be correlated with other phases 
of English, i. e. composition work, reading ability, etc. 
7. The test could be correlated with other stand-
ardized English tests to further establish its validity. 
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APPENDIX 
COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 
Junior High Schools and Senior High School 
Milton, Massachusetts 
Ie Objectives, 
A. Development in the pupils of skill in the four language arts~ reading, 
writing, speaking, listening nnd watching. 
B. Development in the pupils, through the use of those four nrts, of the 
following traits nnd nbilitiest 
1. Heightened mornl perceptions nnd correct sense of vnlues. 
2. Granter appreciation of nnd allegiance to democracy in society 
nnd government. 
3. Better understanding of life, both thnt nround them and that in 
other pnrts of the world and in other periods of time. 
4. Proper adjustment to and participation in group living. 
s. Intelligent use of mnss modes of communicntion: newspapers, 
magazines, radio, television, und moving pictures. 
s. Wider knowledge of books nnd greo.ter enjoyment of rending. 
7. Firm basis for nork in a. higher-level gro.de, school, or college, 
or, especially in business course, help toward chosen voco.tion. 
II. Plnn. 
A. Course of study so plnnned that the teaching of basic skills is 
cumulative, with ench yeo.r the old being repented, reviewed rapidly 
if possible or tnught uguin if necessary. 
B. Regularly scheduled department diagnostic and check-up tests in 
rending, spelling, mechanics, and usnge. 
c. Remedial classes for o.ll who o.re below their class level in nny of 
above skills. 
D. Records kept of pupil scores in depnrtme~t tests on curds or folders 
thnt nre pnssed along vri th the pupils to their succeeding teachers. 
E. Rending skills definitely taught in nll levels of every clnss. 
F. Reading material divided be~teon the old nnd the new, the required 
o.nd the optional, including ench year a. fevr pieces of li tero.ture 
considered n pnrt of every pupil's literary heritage to be studied 
either in the origina.l or in simplified form, and other mnterio.l 
for extensive and ra.pid rending. 
Ge Records kept either on cards or folders of books roo.d o.nd memory 
selections lec.rned so tha.t succeeding touchers · co.n a. void duplico.-
tion o.nd help to keep o.live the memory of those things reo.d o.nd 
memorized. 
H. The inclusion in the progro.m for eo.ch yonr o. study of one or more 
of the "mo.ss modes of comrnunicc.tion": novrspo.pors, mo.go.zines, 
ro.dio, television, o.nd moving pictures. 
I. Definite instruction in both the junior o.nd the senior high school 
in the usa of rcforcnoo books o.nd tho prcpc.ro.tion of source mo.torio.l. 
J. Five roprosonto.tive, first-dro.ft, vrritton-in clo.ss compositions vrith 
errors mo.rkcd by teo.chor, plo.cod on fila o.nd. po.s sod o.long vri th 
record co.rds to succooding tcnchors. 
III. Regulo.tions. 
Aa Use of ink required for o.ll composition vrork o.nd mo.jor tests o.nd for 
ns much of tho daily drill oxerciso o.s seems foo.siblo. 
B. Endorsement of po.pers in upper right ho.nd corner of fo.co vri th no.mo, 
clo.ss, o.nd do.te (letters, excepted). 
c. Folding of po.pcrs optiono.l with tea.chers, but \·rhore pro.cticed, cross-
wise ro.thcr tho.n lcngth1r:rise • 
~ COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 
Junior High Schools, Milton, Mnssa.chusotts 
Seventh Gra.de 
I. Rea.ding. 
A. Use of reference books 
1. Dictiona.ry 
a.. Text usod - Winston's Simplified Dictiona.ry 
be 1btoria.l covered 
1) Alpha.bet a.nd a.lpha.botioa.l lists 
2) Pra.ctico in finding words quickly 
3) Pronuncia.tion of words by key 
4) Va.rious sections of dictiona.ry a.nd infor.ma.tion 
to bo found 
5) ME:la.nings of unfa.milia.r •'rords found in roa.ding 
2. Encyclopedia. 
~. Books used - Compton's Illustra.ted Encyclopedia. a.nd 
~ny others a.va.ila.ble 
be Ma.toria.l covered 
1) Typo of ma.toria.l offered 
2) Method of finding desired ma.teria.l 
3) Pra.ctico in using encyclopodia.s 
Be Skill in rending 
1. Text used - Better Rending-- Ga.insburg 
2. Ma.toria.l covered 
a.. Finding centra.l idoa. 
be Selecting a.nd remembering signific~nt dcta.ils 
ce Incroa.sing speed 
de Enla.rging ~ca.bula.17 
c. Typo of litora.ture ospecia.lly studied-· legends a.nd myths 
1, Sources - Greek, Roma.n, Teutonic, a.nd Celtic myths a.nd legends 
2e Texts used 
a.. Cla.ssica.l MYths Tha.t Livo Toda.y-- Sa.bin 
be ffuro Ta.los Told in School-- Ba.l~vin 
c. King Arthur ta.los 
D. Other litcra.turo studied boca.uso of litera.ry horita.go 
Eva.ngolino - Longfellow 
E. ~Atonsive rending-- choice of books optiona.l with toa.chcr 
1. Amount of rending required 
~. Eight books in a.ddition to Eva.ngolino-- more if possible 
b. 100 or moro pa.ges of prose ta.les a.nd poems in a.ddition to 
those in Bettor Rending 
2. Books a.va.ila.ble 
a.. Selected books from public libra.ry 
be Supplcmenenta.ry books on cla.ss room shelves 
1) Adrift on a.n !co Pa.n - Grenfell 
2) Prose c.nd Poetry Journeys 
3) Adventures for Renders I 
4) Prose ~d ~octry 
5) This Singing World - Untormoyor 
6) Ca.pta.ins Courageous - Kipling 
Fe Memory w·ork - five or more selections memorized, choice a.nd length 
depending on ta.ste a.nd a.bility of students. 
COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 
G. Department tests 
1. Diagnostic test in September 
2. Chock-up test in Juno 
H. Records kopt 
1. Books rond 
2. }~mary selections lcnrnod 
3. Results on rending tests 
II. Writing 
A. Spelling 
1. Mntorinl covered 
n. 100 Spelling Demons 
b. Milton Junior Iligh Schools Seventh Grndo Spelling List 
c • Phonetic -rrords containing long nnd short vorrols 
d. Words misspelled on w·ritton papers 
2. Department tests 
n. Diagnostic test in Soptombor 
be Chock-up test in April 
B • Gro.mmo.r 
1. Texts used 
n. Speaking o.nd Vl'riting, Book V - Shoridc.n, Klcisor, Ma.theus 
b. Junior English in Action, Book I - Tressler 
c. Junior Drill Pnd - Tressler 
d. Ensy Exorciscsin English 
2. Mntorinl covered 
.a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Four kinds of sontoncos 
Verbs: state of being, 
verb phro.ses 
notion, nnd nuxilinry verbs, nnd 
Nouns and pronouns 
Subjects o.nd predicates 
1) Method - finding verb 
vrhnt verb?" to find 
2) Dingra.m form 
first, then asking, ''flho or 
subject 
s. P. 
(Hho Yrill bo chosen?) (Action verb phrnso) 
-rrill be chosen boy (noun) I 
Adjectives nnd ndverbs-· Dingrnm form 
s. P. 
(Who will be chosen?) 
boy (noun) 
(Action verb phrnse) 
vrill be chosen 
A What boy? A Horr? 
D fairly 
V (1Thon?) 
E norr ~ -~(i_,.Jh_o_r_e~? oc-) -
D The J. l--__;, __ _ 
~ ccdiost 
S hc11 0 
----------------
c. Mechanics 
1. Texts used-- sumo us for grammar 
2. Ma.torinl covered 
o.. Apponrnnco of pnpor-- endorsement, margins, penmanship 
b. Co.pitnlizntion-- proper nnmos, sentence beginnings, quota-
tions, titles, poetry 
3. 
• COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 4. 
c • Punctuation 
1) Periods-- sontcnco ends, a.bbrevia.tions 
2) Question ma.rks-- sentence ends and quotations 
3) Exclama.tion points-- sentence ends, interjections, quotations 
4) Quotation marks-- titles, whole and broken quotations 
5) Apostrophes-- contractions, possessive singular 
6) Commns-- series, addresses and datos, ~ a.nd no, quota• 
tions, appositives, uses in friendly lotters--
3. Department tests 
a.. Diagnostic test in September 
b. Chock-up test in May 
D. Usa.go 
le Texts used•- sa.mo as for grammnr 
2. Mntoria.l covered 
Be Single ra.thor than double negatives 
be Past tense of common irregular v-3rbs 
c. Subject-predicate agreement 
de Pronoun subjects 
e. Common a.dvorbs, such as ~~ easily, surely:, very_ 
f. Other errors detected in speaking and vr.riting 
3. Department tests 
n. Diagnostic test in September 
be Chock-up test in May 
E. Composition 
1. Typos-- simple na.rra.tivos a.nd friendly letters 
2. Amount-- several short themes or letters oa.ch term to bo cor-
rected by tho teacher o.nd rmvri tton if necessary 
3. Composition for file-- five ropresonta.tivo, first-draft compo-
sitions to be written in class, corrected by teacher, kopt on 
file, and passed a.lonG uith pupil to succeedint; teacher. 
a.. Friendly letter or note 
b. Simple narrative of true experience 
c. Theme based on reading 
d. Trro others optional with teacher 
III. Speaking 
A. Correct social usage 
1. Manners at homo, school, and pa.rtios 
2. Practice in ma.kinG introductions and in conversation 
B. Informal cla.Gs discussion 
c. Prepared taD:s before class 
1. Typos-- ·~:rue experiences, stories from reading, ra.dio, or moving 
pictures, novrs items, dra.matizations, etc. 
2. Amount-- a.t least one a. torm for ca.ch pupil 
IV. Listening a.nd watching 
A. Radio and television 
1. Lists of fa.vori to programs ma.do a.nd discussed o.s to vo.lue 
2. Schedules of helpful programs ma.de a.nd listening encouraged 
3. Ho~.pful broa.dca.st listened to in class vrhon possible 
4. Transcriptions of vo.luable broadcasts hoard by arrangement 
vrith Audio-Visua.l Department 
B. Moving pictures 
le Class discussion on qualities of a good moving picture 
2. Publicity given to superior moving pictures suitable to a.go group 
3. Helpful available films shmvn to classes 
a.. Films helping to develop basic skills 
b. Films loading to bettor understanding of literature. 
COURCE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 
Junior High Schools, Mil ton, Mus sa.chusetts 
Eig.."1th Grado 
I. Rending 
A. Skill in rending 
1. Text; u:>cd·~~· 3ct~er Rca.dinr;, - Ga.insburg 
2 e Objoc·t;i v0s 
a.c Finding centra.l idea. 
b, Selecting a.nd r omombo:'."ing significant doto.ils 
n c Incroo.s ing speed 
de Enlarging voca.bula.ry 
Be Usc of ~oferonce books 
1. Dictiona.ry-- rcGula.r a.nd continual usc 
af, Pra.c-:;ice in finding words quickly 
bo Pro.ctice in pronouncing nerds 
c. Study of mca.nings of unfo.milia.r words found in rending 
2e Encyclcpodia-- occa.siona.l assiGnments 
c. Typo of literature especially studied-- hero ta.lo-- SuGgested 
sources-~ Old Tosta.mont, Robin Hood tales, stories of American 
pioneer lifo, life stories of world heroes in fields of explo-
ration, invention, science o.nd anything benefiting huma.nity. 
D. Literature studied bcca.use of vo.luo a.s literary horita.go--
Troo.sure Isla.nd by Stevenson, original or simplified versions, 
whichever is most suitable for divisions 
E. Extensive rending-- choice of books optional 
1. Selected books from Public Library 
2. Simplified versions of classics, especially of horo-talo 
variety, a.s La.st of Mohicans - Cooper 
3. Books in AmeriCahoro series-- Tho Rush for Gold, Daniel Boone, 
Kit Carson, John Pa.ul Jones, a.nd Buffalo Bill 
4. Supplomonta.~y l>o()ks from class room shelves 
a. At School in tho Promised La.nd - 1\.ntin 
b. The Mali-Without a. Country - Hnlo 
c. Adventures for Renders II - Ross, Bowmo.n, Novrmo.n 
d. Ta.los of a. ila.ysido Inn - Longfellmv 
c. Young "~orion 
f. Growth in Rending - Pooley a.nd Scott 
g~ Va.n Dyke Render 
he Sta.rs to Steer By 
i. Yesterday and Today - Untormeyor 
F. Amount of rending required 
5. 
1. Eight complete books during your, including Troa.suro Island o.nd 
supplementary books rend in clo.ss, c.s well a.s outside rending -
more if possible. 
2. 100 or more po.gos of tales, stories, a.nd other forms of prose 
narrative. 
3. Some poetry-- either a. dozen or so short poems or one or more 
long poems. 
G. Memory vrork-- fi vo or more so lections, length a.nd choice depending 
on ta.sto o.nd ability of students. 
H. Records kept a.nd po.ssed on 
le Books rend 
2. Selection£ memorized 
3. Results of rending tests 
I. Rending tests 
1. Diagnostic test in September 
?. ) (' 1.-- c.·~k - • t '.-:: +, :.-, ,_T-:·:_ ~, 
C01J l SE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 6. 
IIo Writing 
J • Spelling 
1. Mnterial covered 
a.. Revicvr or ropeti tion of Seventh Grado words 
1) 100 spelling dcnons 
2) TTords on M. J~ H. s. Seventh Grndo list 
3) Phonetic word~, containing long C>.nd short vorrols 
b. Words on Eighth Grndo list 
c. Spelling rules governing word groups on spelling list,cspecinlly 
1) Droppinr; silent E before vorrols 
2) Keeping silent E boforo consonants 
3) Doubling finnl consonnnts 
d. Words gi von in English book in spelling sections 
o. \lords misspelled in written vrork 
2. Dopnrtmont tests 
a. Dinr;nostic tost in September 
be Chock-up test in April 
B • Gro.mmo.r 
1e Texts used 
a. Junior English in J ... ction, Book II - Tros slor o.nd Sholmo.dino 
be Composition a.nd Gra.mmnr - Hitchcock 
c. Common Sonso English - Blumontha.l 
2. Mnterinl covered 
a.. Roviovr or ropoti tion of 1:rork tnught in Sovonth Grc.do 
1) Kinds of sontoncos 
2) Verbs a.nd verb phra.sos, sta.te of being, a.ction, o.nd 
o.uxilia.ry verbs 
3) Nouns nnd pronouns 
4) Subjects a.nd predicates 
5) Adjecti vos and c.dvcrbs 
6) ATh~lysis of simple sentences without objects or complonents 
o.) Ora.l a.nalysis-- question method 
b) TTritton a.no.lysis usinG following db[;ra.m form 
c 
t 
i 
v 
0 
s 
s p 
(Who v.ri 11 be chosen?) (i:.ction vo rb phra.se) 
boy (noun) · will be chosen 
r 
b here 
s 
b,. Now mo.teria.l 
1) Prepositions o.nd propositiona.l phrases 
a.) List of common propositions loa.rnod 
b) Dia.gra.m form for phro.sos 
(soc next po.go) 
· lJCII:1S.B OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 
0. 
d 
j 
G 
c 
t 
L 
v 
0 
s 
s ecdiost 
in school 
2) Conjunctions, compound subjects, compound predico.tos 
3) Interjections 
4) Linking verbs 
~) Predico.te no~ino.tives 
6) Direct objects 
1) Indirect objects 
8) Oro.l a.nd written a.no.lysis of simple sontencos--
Dio.gro.m form vri th complements 
s p 
{Who is?) , (Linking verb) 
John (noun) is 
j. 
P.N. 
(is Ytho.t?) 
brother 
ho.t brother?) 
m,y 
oldest 
S. P. D.o. 
(il/ho hnd thrown?) (Action v .. p.) (ha.d thrown who.t?) 
Joe (noun) · · · ha.ci thr.own · bo.il ·(noun} 
r. (To whom?) IO"fua.t bo.ll?J 
o. ba.soma.n a.dj~ tho 
a. . 1'/ho. t ba. s omo.n? ) 
d the 
j. first 
a. (How?) 
d quickly 
v. 
9) Principa.l pa.rts of common irrcgulo.r vorbs 
10) Conijuga.tion of six tenses 
a.) Review of singula.r o.nd pluro.l number 
b) Person in pronouns to.ught 
11) Compa.rison of a.djectives 
c. Mecho.nios 
1. Toxts used , sa.me a.s for gra.mno.r 
2. Mntcria.l covered 
O.o Appoa.ra.nco of pa.por-ondorscmcnt, mo.rgins, ponmo.nship 
bo Usc of capito.l letters 
1) Proper nouns a.nd a.djoctivos, o.s to.ught in text 
2) Beginnings of sentences, quoto.tions, poetry 
3) Ti tlos 
7. 
• ..;( ,.~_-WE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH e. 
o. Punctuo.tion 
1) Periods-- sentence ends and o.bbrcvintions 
2) Question marks nnd oxclC'.!llntion points 
3) Quotation m.nrks 
4) ~postrophcs in contrnctions nnd possessive singular 
5) Commo.s-- series, addresses and dntes, ~and~· quotations, 
appositives, nouns of o.ddress 
3. Department tests 
n. Diagnostic test in September 
b. Chock-up tost in Mo.y 
D. Usa.ge 
1. Texts used, so.mo ns for grc.rnmar 1 o.lso drill po.ds, w·ork books 1 otc . 
2. Ma.torinl covered 
a.. Single ruther tha.n double negative 
b. Tense a.nd tense sequence 
c. Subject a.nd predicate ngrecmont 
d. Correct usc of verbs often confused, o.s brinG a.nd ~' 1l£ & lo.y 
a. Pronow1 subjects, ospocinlly compound 
f. Pronoun objects, especially compound 
(Tench tho.t rulo for bvo is same a.s rule for one) 
Ex.- She gnvo it to him. Sho co.vo it to me . 
Thoroforo-- She gnvo it to him nnd mo. 
g. Common o.dverbs-- well, eo.sily, surely, very, etc . 
h. Other errors dotoC't'Od in spanking o.nd Y.T'l"ting 
3. Dcpo.rtmont tests 
a.. Dio.gnostic test in September 
b. Chock-up test in Mny 
E. Composition 
1. Typos-- friendly letters, simple explnnntions , simple no.rro.tivos 
2 • ~\mount;-- sovernl short themes or letters to be v.rri tton oo.ch term, 
corrected by tho toa.chor, o.nd rewritten if nocosso.ry 
3. Compositions for file-- five roprosontativo, first-dro.ft composi• 
tions to bo v.rrittcn in clo.ss, c.long vrith pupils to succeeding 
too.chor. 
o.. One friendly letter or noto 
b. One simple no.rrntivo 
c. One simple explo.nntion 
de ~vo others optional with toucher 
III. Spanking 
... ~. Texts-- Junior English in ... ·lotion II - Tressler o.nd Sholmndino 
C'Oriij?Osition o.nd Grammo.r - Hitchcock 
B. Types 
1. Participo.tion in infor:m...".l cless discussions 
2. Participation in class club activities, group projects, etc. 
3. Prcpo.rod to.lks before class 
ne Number-- o.t lonst one n term for cnch pupil 
b. Typos 
1) Explanations of processes or directions for doing some 
particular thing 
2) Hero tnles o.nd achievements of grant persons 
3) Nnrro.tivos of true oxpcriencos 
4) Stories or nevrs items retold 
•' 
; nURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 
IV. Listening nnd wntching 
A. Rndio nnd television 
1. Fnvorite progrnms listed nnd discussed 
n. Good points stressed 
b. End points mndo clo['.r :md gently ridiculed 
2. Helpful progrruns publicized nnd listeninG encourngod 
3. Trnnscriptions of vnlunble progrnms used in clnss 
B. Moving pictures 
1. Superior pictures suitnblo for ngo group publicized nnd discussed 
2. Helpful nnd nvnilnblo films shm·~n to olnssos 
n. Films helping to develop bnsic skills 
be Film versions of clnssics - ns Tronsuro Islnnd 
COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH ' 
Junior High Schools, Milton, Massachusetts 
Ninth Grade 
I,. Reading 
A. Skill in reading 
1. Texts used 
a.,. Printed Trails - Hovious 
be Getting the lvieaning 
2,. Material covered 
a. Finding central idea 
b. Selecting and remembering significant details 
c. Increasing speed 
de Skimming 
e. Enlarging vocabulary 
B. Use of reference books 
1. Dictionary-- continued use 
a.. Practice in pronouncing words from diacritical marks 
be Looking up unfamiliar words found in reading for meaning 
ce Use as reference source for biographical and geographical 
information 
10. 
2,. Encyclopedias-- use in source .themes, book reports, and oral topics 
3. Biographical dictionary, Living Authors 
Authors of Yesterday and Today -- use in source themes, book 
reports and oral topics 
c. Type of literature especially studied-- ballads 
1. Old ballads-- origin, use, characteristics, examples 
2 • Modern ballads-- definition, examples 
D. Other literature studied for value as literary heritage--
Ivanhoe - Scott, abridged for best divisions, simplified and 
adapted for other divisions. Development of English language 
explained 
E. Amount of reading required 
1. Types 
o.,. Modern novel 
b,. Biography 
c,. Drrunn. 
d. Narrative poetry 
e. Newspapers 
2. Amount 
a. Eight complete books, including Ivanhoe, more if possible 
b. 100 or more pages of short prose selections and poetry besides 
those used in teaching rending skills 
F. Books o.vo. ilo.ble for reading program, choice optional with teacher 
lo The Yearling - Rawlings 
2.. Ail1e~rico.ns in Action - Herzberg and ,!4oses 
3. l'...mcri co.ns All - 1'homson 
4. A'Fr :ilio.m Lincoln - Drinkvrnter 
5. Boy Life on the Prairie - Garland 
6. Adventure Bound - Pershing o.nd Leary 
7. Dutch Boy Fifty Years After 
8,. All Out for Freedom 
9. Best Liked Literature 
10. Lady of the Lake - Scott 
lle The Black Buccaneer - Meader 
(continued on noxt page) 
• GOURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 11. 
12 • T-Mode 1 Tommy - Meo.d_er 
13. Selected simplified clo.ssics 
14. Selected books from public libro.ry 
a. Study of newspapers 
1, Po.rts of nowspo.per 
2. Qualities of good po.per 
3e Vo.lue of intelligent rending of po.pers 
He Memory work-- five or more selections, including both prose o.nd poetry. 
length o.nd choice depending on to.sto o.nd o.bility of students 
I. Records kept o.nd passed on to succeeding touchers 
1. Books roo.d 
2. Selections memorized 
3. Results of roo.ding tests 
J. Dopo.rtmont r ending tests 
le Dio.gnostic test in September 
2. Chock-up test in Juno 
II. Writing 
A, Spelling 
1. Mo.terio.l covered 
o., Review or repetition of Seventh and Eighth Gro.de Words 
1) 100 Spelling Demons 
2) Vfords on Seventh Gro.de list 
3) Words on Eighth Gro.do list 
4) Phonetic words containing long o.nd short vowels 
b. Words on Ninth Gro.de list 
c. Spelling rules governing vrord groups on spelling lists 
d. rrords misspelled i n written work 
2. Depnrtmont t ests 
a.. Diagnostic test in September 
b, Chock-up test in April 
B. Gro.mmo.r 
1. Texts used 
a.. Junior English in Action III - Tressler 
b. Junior English, Throe - Stoddo.rd, Bo.iloy o.nd McPherson 
c. Common Sense English II - Blumentho.l 
2. Muterio.l covorod 
a.. Revierr or repcti tion of work to.ught in Seventh o.nd Eighth Gro.dos 
1) Kinds of sentences 
2) Verbs o.nd verb phro.sos, sto.to of being o.nd o.ction verbs 
3) Analysis of simple sentences by question method, beginning 
vri th predico.to 
Dio.gro.m form used-- given on noxt po.ge 
COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH 12. 
' . 
s. 
(Who ho.d boen plo.nting?) 
sister (noun) 
a. 
d 
j. 
-t/ho.t sister? 
my 
older 
v 
0 r~...._~'iT-~-----
b 
a 
s. P. P.N. 
(Who vms?) (Linking verb) (VJ'o.s 1itha.t?) 
o.uthor(noun) rro.s "-._ novelist 
'~~o.t o.uthor?) o. liho.t novelist?) 
a. Tho d a. 
d j ~----------
j. of/Iva.nhoo e 
c 
t 
i 
v 
e 
s 
Scotch 
ofj century 
a. lthe 
d jninetoonth 
j. 
4) Pa.rts of speech to.ught through o.no.lysis of sentences 
5) Conjugo.tion of six tenses in a.ctivo voice 
6) Principo.l po.rts of common irrogulo.r verbs 
7) Compo.rison of o.djoctivcs 
b. Nerr mo.torio.l to be covered in Ninth Gra.de by college prepa.ro.tory 
divisions o.nd others co.po.blo of doing nark 
1) Compound sentences vrith four coordinClte conjunctions 
2) Po.rticiplos o.nd po.rticipiCll phro.sos 
3) Infinitives-- form but no stress on usc 
4) Gerunds-- form o.nd usc (lightly touched) 
5) Complex sentences 
o.) Compa.rison botYrcon dependent cla.uso o.nd phro.so 
b) Adjoctiva.l clo.usos a.nd relo.tivo pronouns 
c) Advorbio.l clo.usos o.nd introductory words 
6) Pra.ctico in cho.nging compound sentences into simple a.nd 
complex sentences for improvement in form 
7) Po.ssive voice •·ri th pro.ctico in cho.nging into o.ctivo voice 
for improvement in form 
c. Mocha.nics 
1 1 Texts usod, so.mo o.s for gro.mmnr 
2. Mntorio.l covered 
a.. Appoa.ro.nce of po.por-- endorsement, mo.rgins, ponmo.nship 
b. Ca.pito.liza.tion-- uses to.ught in text used 
c, Punctua.tion 
1) Periods, question mo.rks, oxclruma.tion ma.rks-- o.ll uses 
2) Quotc.tion mo.rks-- titles,. whole o.nd broken quotc.tions 
3) Apostrophes-- contro.ctions, possessive singula.r o.nd 
possessive pluro.ls 
4) Comma.s-- series, o.ddrossos o.nd do.tos, introductory o.dvorbs 
a.nd mild interjections, quoto.tions, o.ppositivos, nouns 
of o.ddross, introductory po.rticipio.l phra.ses, compound 
sentences, introductory o.dvorbia.l cla.uses,. so.luto.tions 
o.nd closing phro.sos in letters. 
, . COURSE OF STUDY IlJ ENGLISH 
3. Department tests 
n. Diagnostic test in September 
b. Chock-up test in Mny 
D. Usnge 
1. Texts usod same ns for grammnr 
2. ]~terin1 covered 
n. Single ruther thnn double nogntive 
b. Correct usc of tense nnd tense sequence 
c. Agreement of subject nnd predicate 
d. Correct usc of verbs often confused ns bring nnd tnko nnd 
~ nnd lny 
e. Use of vrere in conditions c..nd vrishes contrc.ry to fnct 
f. Pronoun subjects nnd objects, ospccinlly compound 
g. Correct usc of compnrntivo nnd suporlntivo degrees 
h. Common ndverbs as wa ll, ensily, ate. 
i. Correct usa of dif~nt from 
j. Correct usa of prepositions, betvreen, among, in,into, otc. 
k. Other errors detected in spanking nnd writing 
3. Department tests 
a.. Dic..gnostic test in September 
b. Check-up test i n Mny 
E. Composition 
1. Typos-- friendly letters, business letters, simple nnrrntivcs, 
pnrngrnphs, precis, simple source themes, ncvrs stories 
2. Amount-- sevornl themes or letters every term, to be corrected by 
teacher and rewritten if nccossnry 
13. 
3. Compositions for file-- five roprcscntntivo first-draft compositions 
uritton in class, corrected by tonchcr, nnd filed to be pnssod 
a.long nith pupil's records to succeeding teacher. 
a.. Precis or summary 
be Business letter 
c. Nnrrativo, true or imaginary 
de Tr10 others optional with teacher 
III. Spanking 
A. Typos 
1. Participation in infor.mnl class discussion 
2. Participation in class drnmntizntions 
3. Participation in meetings conducted by rules of po.rlinmontnry 
procedure 
4. Ornl tnlks prepo.rod and given before clo.ss 
n. Number-- at lcnst five during yeo.r 
b. Types-- book reports, Swmlli~rics, true oxporioncos, source 
thomas, reports on projects, etc. 
IV. Listening nnd wntching 
A. Rndio nnd television 
le Helpful progrnms publicized nnd listening encouraged 
2. Transcriptions of valuable programs used in cla.ss 
B. Moving pictures 
1. Superior films locnlly shmvn publicized 
2. Occasional films helpful in English shmvn by nrrnngomont with 
Audio-Visunl Dopnrtment 
* 
*** 
***** 
******* 
EIGHTH GRI\DE GRAMr-n.AR ACEIEVE!IiENT TEST 
by 
Robert J. N. Osborn 
Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so. Fill in these blanks. 
Name -------------------
Division 
School 
Date 
Age: 
----------- Years --------- Months 
SCORE 
PART I 
PART II 
TOTAL -------
• 
EIGHTH GRADE GRAMl~R ACEIEVE!.fl"UT TEST 
PART I 
Directions: Rel'l.d the following st ate:r!lents carefully. If you think a 
statement i s true, place a plus sign in the parentheses (+); if you think 
it i s f else , pl ace a z ~ro in the parentheses (0). 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 . 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30 . 
.31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
Simple sentences contain ~subject and~ predicate either or 
both of which may be compound .•..............•..•.••.••.•.......••..• ( ) 
An imperative sentence is followed by either a period or an 
exclamation point ..•......................••..•...•..••........ ...... ( ) 
An interrogative sentence is used to ask a que&tion •.•.••..•••••••••• ( ) 
When a sentence contains but one word that word is the subject ••••••• ( ) 
The first noun in a sentence must be the subject •.••.•.••••••.••••••• ( ) 
A simple sentence contains one complete thought ..•••••••••••••...•.•. ( ) 
A sentence is compound if it has two or more nouns in the subject ••.• ( ) 
When a sentence does not name a subject, the subject is you 
underst cod . ........................................................• • ( ) 
A compound sentence contains two or more complete thoughts •••••••..•• ( ) 
The simule predicate of a sentence is in the nominative case •.••••••• ( ) 
A noun used as the subject is in the nominative case •.••...•.••...••. ( ) 
A linking verb does not take an object •••.••••..••••..•.••••••••••••• ( ) 
A verb which has a direct object is iniranaitive •••••••..••••••••.•••• ( ) 
Nouns of direct address are set off by commas •••••••••.••..••.•••.••• ( ) 
A singular subject should be used with a singular verb ••••••.•••...•. ( ) 
If a noun refers to a group of persons or things it is abstract •••••• ( ) 
An appositive is a noun written beside another noun to explain it •••• ( ) 
Tra.nsitive verbs in the active voice and prepositions take objects ••• ( ) 
When a noun is used as a modifier it is called a pronominal 
adjeetive ............................................................ ( ) 
Pronouns agree with their antecedents in number and gender ••••••••••. ( ) 
Pronouns in the objective case are never used as modifiers ••••••••••• ( ) 
The word like is used as a verb or preposition, never as a 
co njunc t ion. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......• ( ) 
All nouns do not form their plurals in the same way •••..••.•.•.•••.•. ( ) 
To form the possessive singular of a noun we add s• •••••.••.•••...••• ( ) 
The verb £!:!:!1. is used to ask permission ••••.•••••••..•••.••••••.•.••• , ( ) 
Shall and will are signs of the future tense •••.••••.•••••••••••••••• ( ) 
The part of speech a word is depends upon its~ in the sentence •••. ( ) 
The preposition betw~en is used with any number of persons or things.( ) 
Double negatives are to be avoided •.•••..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
The possessive plural of boy is boy 1 s ................................ ( ) 
Proper ad,jectives should be capitalized .............................. ( ) 
Somebody, someone, anybody are singular •••.••.•.••••••••.•••••••••••• ( ) 
The nouns teacher, pupil, and principal are all common genders ••.•••. ( ) 
~and ~are definite articles •...•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
A proper~ refers to a class of persons, places or things •••..•••• ( ) 
The words~· several,~ are personal pronouns •••••••••.••.•••••• ( ) 
The verb let takes an object ••..••••.•••••• , .••.••••.• , •••••••••••••• ( ) 
The principal parts of the verb gQ. are go, went, gone ................ ( ) 
Predicate adjectives modify some noun or pronoun in the predicate •••• ( ) 
It's is used to show ownership •••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••.• ( ) 
PART I -- 2 
Directions : Ple.ce the let ter desitmF.tting the correct answer in the 
p~r~ntbesRs Pt t~ riett of he stete~ent. 
41. 
tf-2 . 
4J . 
46 . 
4? . 
48 . 
49 . 
50 . 
A word used to connPct ~ords or groups of wo rdE is (a) a verb 
(b)~- y.ronour. (c) P cnn.~,nction (c') e.n .?.dverb .... ... ........... .... . ( 
T'ne wor·d. to V'hich a pronoun refers i s c?lled its (a) object 
Co) antecedent (c ) moe ifier (d) complement, ••. , •• , •• , .• ,,.,.,, .....• ( 
An arrAngement of the pnrts of a verb with pronouns 
showing the \vays tenses are written is known as (a) a declension 
(b) a o.iagra.l!l (c) e. conjugation (d) the principal p~.rts •.•••••.•..•. ( 
Y\Then t:r.e word. there i1:1 u sed nt the beginning of n sentence as a o.ummy 
subject it is called (a) a connective (b) a responsive 
(c) a conjunctive (d) an expl etive •••••.•.•••.•••••••....•........•• ( 
A pr onoun which shows by its fo rm whether it r epresents the pPrson 
spePl<:ig , spoken to, or of, i s (a.) personA-l (b) r elative 
(c) incefinite (d) demonRtrntive ••••...•.• . .•.•.•........•.••...•••. ( 
A verb which has a direct object in ~ sent ence is s~id to be 
(a) complete (b) i ncomplete (c) transitive (d) intransitive •••••..•. ( 
A V'or0_ which shows relationship ::tnd F,lwn.ys takes an object is 
(a) an interjection (b) a verb (c) a preposition (d) a relat ive 
pronoun . ... o •••••• • ••••••••••• ••• •• •• •••• • ••••• • •••••••••••••• •• •••• ( 
A noun used beside another noun to expl~in it i s called (a) a noun 
of address (b) c complement (c) a noun in P.pposi tion (d) A. modifier , ( 
The possessive plural for·m of the noun womGn is (a) woman's 
(b) womans I (c) women t s (d) woraens I , ••••. •..•. . .. • ••.• ....••••••••• ( 
Vihen he su-oject of a verb r eceives the action of the verb, the verb 
is said to be (a) regular (b) in the ective voice (c) irr·egulHr 
(d) in the passive voice .•.• ..... .... .... ........ . , .. . , ...........•• ( 
Directions : Some of the 1.,rords in the sentences below a r e numbered , Writ e 
the numbEr of the word in the prone r blank sppce. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A. His father gave me two 1ollars for the tickets to the game . 
51. indirect obj ec t of verb 55 . verb 
52 . object of a preposition 56 . direct object of verb 
53 . pronominal adjective 57 . su-oject 
54 . numerA.l adjective 58 . definite nrticlc 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
B. I am sure it was she who went into the store a nd bought a pA.per. 
59 . verb 6J . subject 
60. relrtive pronoun 64. proposition 
61. obj ec t of proposition 65 . conjunction 
62 . predictJte nomine.tive 66 . di r ect object of verb 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
c. The sky was blue but I saw clouds in the distance . 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
6? . 
68. 
___ tra.nsitive verb 
___ conjunction 69 . 70 . 
intransitive linking verb 
_____ predicPte adjective 
STOP! DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE. 
.-
EIGHTH GRADE GRAMY!AR ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
Directions: Some of the f ollowi !lg are co;nplete sentences . Mark these \v ith 
a plns s1gr. (+) . Some a.r e incomplete . Mar k these \rii th a zero ( 0) , 
2 . 
J. 
4 . 
s. 
6. 
?. 
8 . 
9 . 
10 . 
You wi ll no ·~ succeed if you c'trm 1 t t:ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ( 
As the tall strenger enter ed ihe huge hall and .faced the lorri of 
t.he 1:1C:i.rJ.or ~ " ~ • , ~ ~ • ~ • • • •••• . ~ .... .. .............. ... ....... ., • • • ~ • • • • • • • ( 
Mary Tb.S t.!'y:l n[, to bake a cake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • ( 
lf evC'I'YI'lne heJps , the job will b e e~ sy. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • ( 
J3ecause r .. e 1·1as not at practice .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • ( 
GathF.lring a ll the \V'ood. h e could carry .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • ( 
H1.lr 1·y! r ••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • ( 
Ne rer ancl nC'arr:-r came the rtre1ng - craft ..... , ..........•. , .... , . • . • ( 
Although he had n e-v-e r tal:en a l esson ......... , .•••.•.•••..••••••.•• • ( 
A :peculia r sound \vhich startled the childr en .•.•.....••.•••••••••••• ( 
Write the number of the correct word in the parentheses. 
1 him 
11 . John and 2 himself will go with you .............................•. ( 
J h e 
1 drank 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
12 . He has 2 d:cunk s everal f.lacsfuls,............................... ( ) 
J drunken 
1 lay 
l J . The snow 2 laid in drifts for a week .•..•..•.••••..••••.••.••••••• ( 
J.lain 
1 \rJho 
lL~ . I wonder 2 whom h e saw. . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . • • . • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • ( 
1 off of 
15. He borrowed the pen 2 off me •••••..••.••..••••..••••.••••••••• ( ) 
J from 
1 his 
16. Everyone should do 2 their best. • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) 
J your 
1 lain 
17. He had 2 laid the package on the table. • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • ( ) 
J lay 
1 I 
18. He gave the books to my sister and 2 myself •.•••••••••.••••.••••••• ( ) 
J me 
1 they 
19. Tlla t is 2 them now. • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . ( ) 
PART II -- 2 
l like 
20. He walks 2 as if he is tired •••.•..••.•••....•.•••.•••.•••• ,~. ( ) 
3 like as if 
l he 
21. That is a ruatter for you and 2 himself to decide •................••• ( ) 
) him 
l have 
22 . How r!u.ny of the boys 2 has applied for the job? ........ , . • . . . . • • • • ( ) 
l We 
23 . 2 Us Americans are proud of our country............................. ) 
J. his 
24 . John and his brother built 2 their own radio set ••....•...•.•.••••• ( ) 
l are 
25 . There 2 is only three candidate s for the positi on •...•...•....•.•• ( ) 
l has 
26 . Neither of the boys ?. have a lic ense ............................... ( ) 
1 wonderful 
27 . The hot food tasted 2 wonderfully to the hungry people .•.........•. ( ) 
1 than 
28 , Why is your medal different 2 from m~ne •.......•.•..............•.. 
1 were 
29 . The president with several members of his cabinet 2 was studying 
the problem .. ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . ( ) 
l bea.utifully 
30. She looks 2 beautiful in her new gown .••••••••.••.•.•••.•..•••••• ( ) 
Write the proper form of the correct verb in the blank .spaces. 
Example, She is (sit, set) the table for supper. 
31. He is (lie, lay) on the floor. 
32. Yesterday the carpenter (lie , lay) the linoleum on the floor. 
33. How long ha s the book (lie, lay) there? 
34. He has (sit, set) there for an hour. 
35. Smoke will (rise, raise) into the air. 
36. The Hispaniola (lie, l ay) at anchor when Jim cut it adrift. 
37. (Can, mroy) I con8 VJ ith you?' 
setting 
PART II --- 3 
J8 . Please (leRrn, t each) me how to pl ay the ga me. 
39 . (Bring , take) t h i s boo~ to the library. 
40 . (May , can) you lift this pE!.ckage for me? 
MAny of these sentenc Ps a r e incorrec.t. Cros s out the incorrect v1ords and 
write the correc t form above it. Make the least possible change. If the 
sentence is correct, write C at the end of the Gentence. 
41. They met Mary and I last week. 
42 . The box of cookies are on the shelf. 
tiJ . Joe hadn't ought to stand up in a canoe. 
44 . Mary was real glad to receive the invitation. 
45 . He is tho president whom we elected. 
46 . What was the reason for him failing? 
47 . Everyone brought their own sandwiches. 
48. Lead is the heaviest of the two metals. 
49. Try to ti e the bow like I do. 
50. Uncler the tree is many apples . 
51. Her sist er is as tall as her. 
52 . You cannot go with6ut you ask permission. 
53. He ha s drunk three sodas already. 
54 . Children don't like thos e kind of stori es. 
55 . Robert hasn't no ink in his pen. 
